Abstract. We present the -calculus, a relational calculus parametrized with a logical constraint system. The -calculus provides for higherorder relational programming with rst-order constraints, and subsumes higher-order functional programming as a special case. It captures important aspects of the concurrent constraint programming language Oz. We prove the uniform con uence of the -calculus. Uniform con uence implies that all maximal derivations issuing from a given expression have equal length. But even con uence of a nonfunctional calculus modelling computation with partial information is interesting on its own right.
Introduction
We present the -calculus, a relational calculus parametrized by a logical constraint system. The -calculus provides for higher-order relational programming with rst-order constraints. The -calculus captures interesting aspects of the concurrent constraint programming language Oz 3] . It is a minimalistic subcalculus of the Oz-Calculus 12] which, in contrast, integrates a variety of paradigms into a single formalism. The Oz-Calculus models functional, object-oriented, constraint-based and logic programming 11]. We prove the uniform con uence of the -calculus. Uniform con uence implies that all maximal derivations issuing from a given expression have equal length. This, in particular, yields equivalence of normalization and strong normalization on the same expression. But even con uence of a nonfunctional calculus modelling computation with partial information is interesting on its own right.
Constraint Systems
We introduce constraint systems based on rst-order logic with equality as in 12, 13] . We assume an in nite set of variables ranged over by x, y, z and an in nite set of names denoted by a, b, c. The letters u, v and w stand for references being either variables or names. Throughout the paper, we will freely use the replacement operator u=v] (replace u for v) and apply it to logical formulae and other syntactical categories. A rst-order signature declares constants, function symbols and predicate symbols. A theory over is a set of closed rst-order formulae over . A theory is consistent if it has a model. The formula8 is an abbreviation for the universal closure of . A formula is valid with respect to a theory if8 is valid in all models of . In this case, we write j = .
A constraint system consists of a constraint signature , a constraint theory and a set of constraints ranged over by and . is a rst-order signature containing all names as distinguished constants. is a consistent theory over . The set of constraints is a subset 3 of rst-order formulae over including bottom ?, top >, and equations u = v, and closed under conjunction ^ , existential quanti cation 9x , and replacement u=v]. We require the following two conditions for all a, b and : The rst condition allows to test names for disequality. The latter ensures consistency, when -renaming for names comes into play. In particular, the above requirements imply that names are di erent from any value that can be described by a formula (see 12]).
The -Calculus
We present the -calculus with respect to a xed constraint system. Thecalculus is the restriction of an auxiliary calculus that is speci ed by expressions, structural congruence, and reduction. With respect to the structural congruence, an expression can be considered as computation space consisting of a board and a collection of actors. A board contains the information accumulated so far consisting of constraints and abstractions. Actors are conditionals and applications. They reduce driven by the information on the board and disappear. Reduction possibly adds new information and new actors.
The abstract syntax of expressions ranged over by E and F is de ned by the grammar in Figure 1 . We write u ( x and a resp.) as abbreviation for possibly empty, nite sequences of references (variables and names resp.). For technical simplicity, we prefer to use u =With respect to declaration, the structural congruence treats names similar to variables. This simple machinery circumvents inconsistent equations between higher-order procedures using rst-order constraints:
x:y =E^x:z =F = 9a (x = a^a: y =E)^9a (x = a^a: z =F) 9a9b (x = a^x = b^a:y =E^b:z =F) ?^9a9b (a: y =E^b:z =F) Reduction ! is the least binary relation on expressions satisfying the axioms in Figure 3 and the rules in Figure 4 . We use an generalized replacement operator u=x] for simultaneous substitution. Its application implicitly requires that u and x have equal length and that x is linear (i.e. all elements of x are pairwise distinct). An alternative formulation of reduction of conditionals is given in 13]. It is based on constraint propagation modelling relative simpli cation of guards. For the purpose of con uence, the presented version is simpler. However, relational calculi extended with deep guards require relative simpli cation 12]. The rules in Figure 4 formalize that reduction is closed under the structural congruence and allowed in every context but not in abstractions and conditionals.
Fig.4. Rules of Reduction
We continue restricting of the auxiliary calculus above. First, we exclude that several abstractions have the same name. Second, we take logical inconsistencies into account.
An expression E is admissible if it satis es the following two conditions:
1. E does not contain two abstractions with the same name. 2. The name of an abstraction nested inside another abstraction of E is declared in the body of the enclosing abstraction.
Both restrictions do not diminish expressiveness. Real programs are usually written in suggared syntax and use abstractions x:y =E named by variables exclusively. Clearly, expressions obtained by expansion of those programs are admissible.
Proposition1. Admissibility is preserved by structural congruence and reduc-
tion.
An expression is failed if it is congruent to ?^E for some E and unfailed otherwise. Failure obviously destroys con uence. For instance, consider ?x y^a: y =>^b: y =(9c c: z =>^xy ) whichs leads to several nite and one in nite derivation that can not be joined. One possible solution of the problem is to exclude expressions that will eventually fail. But we can be less restrictive exploiting the following property valid for all E: If there exists a derivation on E leading to failure then all nite derivations on E can be extended to failure. The solution, we nally choose, is to add the axiom (Bot) in the de nition of reduction.
(Bot) ?^E ! ?
(Bot) only applies to failed expressions forcing all maximal derivations to be in nite:
?^E ! ? ?^> ! ? ! : : :
Conversely, uniform con uence requires that all maximal derivations on failed expressions are in nite, since failure may occur after an arbitrary number of reduction steps.
In the sequel we denote the relational composition of two binary relations ! 1 and ! 2 with ! 1 ! 2 . The restriction of a relation ! to a set E is written as ! jE . De nition2. An -expression is an admissible expression. The set of allexpressions is denoted by E. The -calculus is the triple (E; jE ; ! jE ).
The following property of the -calculus is important. It will be generalized in Section 5 in order de ne a abstract notion of calculus.
Proposition3. The -calculus satis es ! jE = ( jE ! jE jE ). This is a consequence of Proposition 1 and the ! = ( ! ). Theorem 4 (Uniform Con uence). The -calculus is uniformly con uent; that is, for all admissible E and all F 1 , F 2 such that F 1 E ! F 2 either F 1 F 2 or there exists G with F 1 ! G F 2 .
Examples
We illustrate the programmable control of data-ow of the -calculus in connection with higher-order procedures. First, we de ne two relational procedures Add1 and Add2 for the addition of integers. They are both correct with respect to the logical formula 8x8y8z (add(x; y; z) $ x + y = z) :
Add1 may proceed in computations with incomplete information, whereas Add2 suspends until the values x and y are determined. Second, we de ne two procedures Sum1 and Sum2 for the summation of lists of integers. They are created generically from Add1 and Add2 applying the higher-order procedure Fold. The data-ow of Sum1 (resp. Sum2) generalizes the data-ow of Add1 (resp. Add1). We chose a constraint system providing for trees and integers with addition. Its signature contains at least the binary function symbols cons and +, a unary relation symbol int, and constants nil, 0, ?1, +1, : : :. As constraints, we allow for all rst-order formulae not containing universal quanti cation, negation and disjunction. An appropriate theory can be de ned combining the rst-order theories of integers and trees. For instance, it provides for
We freely use syntactic sugar for lists and nesting. It t, t 1 , : : :, t n are terms over then we de ne t 1 t 2 : : : t n ] = cons(t 1 cons(t 2 : : : nil)) ut 1 : : :t n = 9x 1 : : : 9x n (ux 1 : : :x n^x1 = t 1^: : :^x n = t n )
As concrete variables (resp. names) we chose alpha-numeric expressions starting with a capital (resp. lower case) letter. The procedure Add1 is de ned by Add1 : X Y Z = X + Y = Z We remember that this is syntactic sugar that has to be expanded before reduction Fold is well known from functional programming. As inputs, it takes a list L = X 1 X 2 : : : X n ], a binary functional procedure P, and a start value S. Its output is the result of applying P recursively to the elements of L, from left to right, starting with S. Hence, Fold(L; P; S) = P(P(: : :P(P(S ; X 1 ); X 2 ) : : :); X n ). In the -calculus, functional abstractions can be represented as relational ones by adding an explicit output parameter R:
The procedure Create abstracts over the second and third argument of Fold. Thus, Create inputs P and S and outputs a new abstraction named A using the remaining parameters L and R:
Create : P S A = (A : L R = Fold L P S R) Now we can create the procedure Sum1 (resp. Sum2) computing the sum of lists by application of create with Add1 and (resp. Add2):
The data-ow of Sum1 is as dynamic as the data-ow of Add1. For instance,
Choosing Sum2 instead of Sum1 ends up with a suspending conditional whenever one of the elements of the list is not determined.
General Calculi
We de ne an abstract notion of calculus appropriate for the investigation of uniform con uence in general. An (abstract) calculus consists of a set E an equivalence relation on E, and a binary relation ! on E satisfying the property ! = ( ! ) : The elements of E are the expressions of the calculus, is its congruence, and ! its reduction. Note that every binary relation on a set E de nes a calculus when taking the identity on E as congruence.
Given a calculus, we de ne the following relations: ! 0 = ; ! n+1 = (! n !) ; ! = n 0 ! n : A calculus is con uent i ( ! ) (! ) and Church-Rosser i ( !) (! ) . It is strongly con uent i ( !) (( !) ) and uniformly con uent i ( !) ( (! )) :
Proposition5. Uniform con uence implies strong con uence which implies conuence. Con uence and Church-Rosser property are equivalent.
We de ne some further notions with respect to a given calculus. An expression E is irreducible i there is no expression F with E ! F. A derivation is a nite sequence (E i ) n i=0 or a in nite sequence (E i ) 1 i=0 with E i ! E i+1 for all i 0.
A derivation on E is a derivation (E i ) i 0 with E E 0 . A derivation is called maximal i it is in nite or if its last element is irreducible. Reduction on E normalizes i there is a maximal nite derivation on E. Reduction on E strongly normalizes if all maximal derivations on E are nite. Theorem6 . If E is an expression of a uniformly con uent calculus then all derivations on E have the same length.
The proof is based on an inductive argument similar to proving that strong con uence implies con uence 4, 2].
Corollary7
. If E is an expression of a uniformly con uent calculus then normalization on E and strong normalization on E are equivalent.
Decomposition of Equivalence Relations
We present a method for the decomposition of an equivalence relation de ned as least xpoint. The method is independent of the underlying set.
Theorem8 (Decomposition). On a given set, we assume a con uent binary relation ! and two equivalence relations and 1 such that: 1: The lemma states that the transitive re exive closure is spawned by some of all possible compositions of ! 1 and ! 2 In particular, the length n of the composition is odd and greater or equal than 3.
Proof of the Decomposition Theorem. We de ne 2 = (! ( 1 ! ) (! 1 ) (4) Now, we are in position to prove Property (1). The case n = 3 works as follows: ( 2 1 2 ) ( 2 1 ) case n = 3 7 Proving Uniform Con uence
Given a -expression E we have to show how to join all F with E ! F by means of reduction. But it is not obvious at all how to describe all those F in a nite manner. This problem comes with the syntactical exibility provided by the structural congruence. The idea of the proof is that all possible reductions may be performed on standardized expressions. These are unfailed, -standardized expressions in prenex normal form and with separated constraints. We show how to reformulate congruence and reduction for standardized expressions. The reformulated versions are much simpler than the original ones with respect to the following aspects:
1. Quanti ers are not longer free to move into compositions. 2. Constraints are separated from abstractions, applications, and conditionals. 3. Reduction applies on the top-level of expressions and not below composition.
Standardization is performed by the following program: First, we circumvent failure. Next, we compute -standardized prenex normal forms (PNF). In the following step, the structural congruence on PNFs is decomposed into the congruence over (ACI) and (Ex) and a directed relation corresponding to ( ), (Mob), (Equ), and (Repl). For decomposition we apply Theorem 8. Its assumptions require that the directed relation commutes with the remaining congruence. This statement would fail when choosing another decomposition treating some of the axioms ( ), (Mob), (Equ), and (Repl) independently. We can get rid of the directed relation, since it commutes with application of reduction axioms. The remaining congruence is de ned by (ACI) and (Ex). Reduction on PNFs with respect to the remaining congruence amounts to multiset rewriting. Hence, it is easy to describe and join all possible reductions on PNFs.
Congruences, Reductions and Other Relations
Let R be a binary relation on expressions. ?
! R is the least relation containing R and closed under declaration and composition. ) R is the least relation containing R and satisfying:
R is the least congruence containing R. All notations introduced above apply to axioms, since axioms may be identi ed with binary relations. For example, the axiom (Re ) E E corresponds to the binary relation f(E; E) j E is an expressiong. Hence, the following notations are In analogy, sets of axioms can be considered as binary relations. This allows us to de ne the relation ?
! by ? != ? ! fAppl;Then;Elseg where (Bot) is omitted.
Failure
Proposition10. Failure is preserved by structural congruence and reduction.
Proof. The rst statement can be proven using the following characterization of failed expressions: An expression E is unfailed i the constraint is satis able which is obtained from E by replacing abstractions, applications, and conditionals with >. We omit the details.
Proposition11. The -calculus is uniformly con uent i for all unfailed - 
Structure of the Proof
The structure of the proof is explained by Figure 5 . This visualization is intended as a map of the proof. The proof is a travel starting in the north with F 1
! F 2 and leading to G in the south. The expressions E 1 and E 2 are assumed to be unfailed and admissible. At a rst glance, the reader should not be worried about unde ned symbols. They will be explained on need. Hence, relations de ned on expressions carry over. Furthermore, it makes sense to overload the meta-variables E and F in order to denote extended expressions, whenever the distinction between & and^does not matter.
The rules in Figure 6 provide for computation of PNFs of -standardized expressions. We use P and Q for quanti er pre xes 9u 1 : : :9u n with n 0. The proofs are straightforward by induction.
Congruence and Reduction for PNFs
The congruence 1 is the least congruence on PNFs satisfying the axioms in Figure 8 . It is the appropriate counterpart of when restricting to PNFs.
( 1) capture free renaming of bound references (ACI1)^restricted to chemical solutions is associative and commutative, and satis es C^> 1 The proof of this proposition is tricky and omitted due to lack of space. The appropriate reduction on PNFs ?
* is the least relation containing the axioms in Figure 8 (but not any rule). Figure 9 .
For an arbitrary relation R on expressions we de ne r ) R to be the restriction of ) R to -standardized expressions. We de ne the directed relation ) by ) = ( s ) 1 r ) fMob2;Equ2;Repl2g ) Relational calculi provide for appropriate models of higher-order, concurrent, constraint programming. They cover important aspects of computation and have a rich mathematical theory. We have presented powerful methods solving some of the technical challenges when giving up syntactical position in favor of naming.
